
WestSearch: The world’s most advanced legal search engine.
Designed to help you deliver the best results, quickly and with more confi dence than ever before. 

You type a query into the WestSearch® all-in-one search box.  

Just select your jurisdiction and enter your issue in simple descriptive words, Terms and 

Connectors, or even a citation. WestSearch automatically recognizes your search format. 

You’ll save time because you don’t have to pick a database or use exact search terms.

WestSearch does a global search of the most authoritative legal information in the world.  

The most comprehensive, most trusted collection of legal content is gathered from Westlaw’s 

close relationships with the courts, legislatures, and leading authors of analytical content – 

tens of thousands of resources in the industry’s fi nest online library, WestlawNext®. You’ll 

have confi dence knowing you’re drawing from the most accurate and reliable authority.

Then WestSearch delivers the best results ranked by relevance.  

WestSearch draws connections between documents and identifi es only the most relevant 

information for your request. By examining your search terms, related legal concepts, and 

dozens of other document characteristics, the most relevant documents are placed on 

top of the list – and it all happens in seconds. You’ll get the best documents for your 

research and a better understanding of the law.

So you can do your research more effi ciently.  

How much more effi ciently? In a March 2010 study, researchers using WestlawNext 

completed research tasks, on average, 64% faster than researchers doing the same tasks 

on Westlaw® Classic. You’ll have more time to achieve optimal results.

Intelligent search technology draws on editorial expertise.  

WestSearch automates the research process by emulating the best practices of 

experienced legal researchers. By incorporating over 125 years of Westlaw’s 

proprietary analysis of the law – enhancements like Key Numbers, KeyCite®, and 

headnotes – WestSearch can retrieve relevant documents even if they contain 

phrasing different from your query. How? Look inside to see details.

WestSearch analyzes legal precedent and search patterns on your issue.   

WestSearch identifi es meaningful document interactions that occur on a large scale. 

Relevancy is infl uenced by how often legal professionals use KeyCite and save or print 

certain documents when they’ve searched on a similar issue, as well as how often other 

judges, attorneys, and legal scholars cite to a document for your issue. You’ll harness 

the insight of legal professionals. 



To locate the best documents for your research, WestSearch 
employs our editorial enhancements and proprietary research 
tools much like an expert researcher would – only faster.

Added search terms, provided by attorney-

editors as part of an exclusive 22-step process, 

make every document more “fi ndable” and 

easier to understand.

WestSearch combs through editor-written 

headnotes and synopses so you fi nd the right 

documents – even when your search terms 

don’t exactly match the court’s opinion. 

Annotations summarize the important cases 

that interpret a statute or regulation, providing 

you additional context and giving you the 

complete picture.

Because the annotated version of a statute 

or regulation is more likely to have the 

language you’re searching for, WestSearch 

retrieves the most relevant, most complete 

set of documents.

KeyCite maps the citation network among 

cases, statutes, analytical publications, and 

more – showing you cases that cite this case 

and are cited by it. 

WestSearch analyzes the rich connections 

among documents, making your results 

more inclusive and bringing the most 

relevant documents to the top of the list.

Key Numbers connect a case to all 

related content in the most well-respected 

classifi cation system for American law – the 

West Key Number System®.

With access to the most authoritative 

taxonomy of U.S. law, WestSearch identifi es 

the topics best represented by your search 

terms and returns highly relevant documents 

for those topics.

SIMPLE INPUT

Let’s see what’s 
happening behind 
the search box:



BEST RESULTS 

RANKED BY RELEVANCE

Secondary sources from market-leading 

authors and publications are linked and 

cross-referenced to provide the most 

comprehensive research experience.

With thousands of practice guides, legal 

encyclopedias, and authoritative treatises, 

WestSearch leverages this trusted expertise 

to fi nd primary law that is heavily discussed 

in each jurisdiction.

Index references are created by standardizing 

popular names, terms, and concepts across 

jurisdictions – creating language correlations 

that give you quick access to the most 

relevant documents. 

Armed with millions of index references, 

WestSearch goes beyond the four corners 

of the document so you get the right 

documents, right away.

Only WestSearch technology – combined with 

Westlaw’s market-leading legal information – can 

provide total research confi dence.
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For more information, contact your 

Westlaw Representative, or call

1-800-328-0109.

Visit WestlawNext.com


